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This paper investigates the direct risks and harms associated with modern text-to-image generative models,

such as DALL-E and Midjourney, through a comprehensive literature review. While these models offer un-

precedented capabilities for generating images, their development and use introduce new types of risk that

require careful consideration. Our review reveals significant knowledge gaps concerning the understanding

and treatment of these risks despite some already being addressed. We offer a taxonomy of risks across six

key stakeholder groups, inclusive of unexplored issues, and suggest future research directions. We identify

22 distinct risk types, spanning issues from data bias to malicious use. The investigation presented here is

intended to enhance the ongoing discourse on responsible model development and deployment. By highlight-

ing previously overlooked risks and gaps, it aims to shape subsequent research and governance initiatives,

guiding them toward the responsible, secure, and ethically conscious evolution of text-to-image models.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI); Text input; •

Applied computing → Media arts; • Social and professional topics → User characteristics.

Additional KeyWords and Phrases: Generative AI, Generative models, Text-to-Image models, Responsible AI,

AI ethics, AI safety, AI governance, AI risks
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, significant progress has been made in developing large language models and re-
lated multi-modal generative models, such as text-to-image models. We will collectively refer to
these models as “generative models.”1 Generative models process and combine information from
various modalities, including visual, textual and auditory data. The range of applications for gen-
erative models spans multiple fields. In entertainment, they can generate realistic-looking images
or movie characters [44, 151]. In advertising, these models can be employed to create personalized
ad content [26, 42]. They can aid scientific research by simulating complex systems or hypothesiz-
ing about empirical phenomena [3, 12, 18]. In education, they can facilitate personalized learning,
catering to unique needs and learning pace of each student [7, 159].
While introducing exciting opportunities, generative models also pose risks. These risks have

attracted significant scrutiny from the AI ethics and safety community. The social and ethical
risks of large language models, along with the text-to-text technologies they support, have been
intensely discussed within the literature [13, 168]. For instance, it is widely acknowledged that
existing language technologies can potentially cause harm by producing inappropriate, discrim-
inatory, or harmful content [45, 47, 63, 167, i.a.], or that the alignment of language technologies
with beneficial human values is far from a straight forward task [6, 51, 85]. This paper extends
this line of inquiry from language models to text-to-image generative models, examining poten-
tial risks and harms resulting from their development and use. To identify and illuminate these

∗Equal contribution
1These models are also known by some researchers as foundation models [24].
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Risk Stakeholders Harm Anticipated Observed

Discrimination and Exclusion

Cultural and racial bias Users, Affected Representational harm [79, 105] [15, 37, 177]
Gender & sexuality bias Users, Affected Representational harm [79, 105, 112] [15, 37, 157]

Class bias Users, Affected Representational harm - [15]
Disability bias Users, Affected Representational harm - [15]

Loss of work for creatives Sources, Users Financial loss [64, 112, 119] [54]
Religious bias, ageism Users, Affected Representational harm - -

Dialect bias Users Allocative harm, repr. harm - -
Pre-release moderation Developers, Affected Psychological harm - -

Job replacement Affected, Regulators Financial loss, Emotional harm [54] [41, 117]

Harmful Misuse

Sexual images Subjects, Users, Affected Repr. harm, emot. harm, fin. loss [79, 105] [177]
Sexualising images of children Subjects, Users, Affected, Regulators Emotional harm - [174]

Violent or taboo content Developers, Users, Affected Emotional harm, incite violence [28, 79, 105, 149] -
Privacy infringement Sources, Subjects, Regulators Privacy loss - [35]

Copyright infringement Users, Sources, Regulators Financial loss - [35, 147, 163]
Cybersecurity Threats Sources, Subjects, Regulators Repr. harm, security loss - -

Misinformation and Disinformation

Likeness reproduction Subjects, Users, Affected Repr. harm, emotional harm [82, 106, 107, 115, 134] [147]
Misleading harmful content Users, Affected Repr. harm, emotional harm [14, 27, 29, 57, 61, 81, 113, 121, 153] [115, 172]

Fraud and scams Users, Affected Emotional harm, financial loss [14, 89, 103, 121, 162] -
Detection and classification bias Developers, Subjects, Users, Affected Allocative harm - [100, 110, 125, 128, 175]

Polarisation Users, Affected Repr. harm, incite violence [4, 14, 29, 39, 65] [100]
Miscommunication Developers, Users, Affected Allocative harm, loss of trust [27, 79, 177] -

Soco-political Instability Users, Affected, Regulators Loss of trust, incite violence [5, 10, 30, 39, 158, 171, 171? ] [100]

Table 1. Risk Typology. We provide detailed analysis in Section 4.

risks, we perform a comprehensive review of literature related to text-to-image (TTI) models. In
particular, we conduct an initial search using 8 seed papers, supplementing with manual search
(our search methodology is detailed in Appendix A). Collected papers are analysed for immediate
risks, stakeholders, and empirical investigations.
Our systematic examination yields a typology of risks associated with state-of-the-art TTI mod-

els, such as DALL-E 2 [129]. Our findings are summarized in Table 1. Our typology and discussion
analysis are limited to immediate risks, inspired by a taxonomy from Weidinger et al. [167]. Our
typology is divided into three key categories: I. Discrimination and Exclusion; II. Harmful Mis-
use; III. Misinformation and Disinformation. We recognize that these categories are not mutually
exclusive. However, defining distinct categories enables clearer understanding and supports the
implementation of more robust mitigation strategies.
Our typology is further refined by identifying the stakeholders involved in the development and

use of these systems. Inspired by the probing question from Blodgett et al. [21]: “How are social
hierarchies, language ideologies, and NLP systems co-produced?”, we interlace this concern into
our research and typology formulation. This process helps us to illustrate how the technologies
supported by TTI models can reinforce existing social hierarchies via stakeholder identification.
We adopt the stakeholder categories of developers, users, regulators and affected parties from

Langer et al. [93]. We use “affected parties” referring to those influenced by the output of these
models. We further extend the categorization by introducing “data sources” and “data subjects” –
individuals or entities who generate and/or appear in the images used to train TTI models. Addi-
tionally, we ascribe the nature of potential harm, such as representational or allocative [9], to the
identified stakeholders. We also touch upon risks of harm to environment [13, 112].
To organize the literature, we propose a practical distinction between two types of risks: “antici-

pated” and “observed.” The former refers to risks that are primarily predicted by researchers due to
their expertise and familiarity with the field. The latter, on the other hand, are risks that have been
empirically investigated, providing insights into the potential magnitude of harm. This classifica-
tion underscores the need for comprehensive empirical investigations into many of the identified
risks. With this distinction in mind, we highlight several risks that, to our knowledge, have not
yet been adequately discussed. We further contribute with an analysis of the challenges posed
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by proposed mitigation strategies (in 5) and an identification of open questions, supplemented by
suggestions for policy change (in 6). Finally, we advocate for enhanced collaboration among re-
searchers, system developers, and policymakers. Through our categorisation and discussion, our
intention is to foster a better understanding of the potential futures – both positive and negative
– of TTI models, and by extension, other generative models.

2 GENERATIVE TEXT-TO-IMAGE MODELS

A TTImodel is a type of generative neural network designed to synthesise images based on textual
prompts [131]. When given a prompt, the model generates an image that, in some sense, visually
represents the information in the text. TTI systems typically leverage a combination of natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) and computer vision techniques to produce images. The NLP component
extracts relevant information such as objects, attributes, and relationships from the text, while the
computer vision component generates an image based on this information.
Various generative architectures have shown promise in image synthesis tasks [59]. These in-

clude flow-based models [49], auto-regressive models [118] and variational autoencoders [90].
However, the advent of generative adversarial networks (GAN) [68] marked a significant accel-
eration in the capabilities of generative models.
A typical TTI GAN employs two types of deep neural networks – a generator and a discrim-

inator. The generator synthesizes an image from a text input, while the discriminator evaluates
the generated image, determining its authenticity. Through adversarial training, the generator re-
fines its ability to create increasingly realistic images. The introduction of transformer architecture
in 2017 spurred substantial progress in NLP [160], subsequently extending to vision tasks as evi-
denced by early versions of DALL-E. Additionally, CLIP [128], a model that learns visual concepts
from natural language supervision, became pivotal in image generation tasks.
Diffusion models [145], which define a Markov chain parameterized by deep neural networks

to reverse noisy data and sample from a desired data distribution, have recently achieved state-of-
the-art results in image synthesis [48, 76, 134, 148]. The success of these models has stimulated a
rapid proliferation of popular and open-source diffusion models, which are the subject of many of
the papers in this taxonomy.

3 STAKEHOLDERS AND POWER DYNAMICS

A comprehensive discussion of stakeholders, emphasizing their relative power, is crucial for un-
derstanding the associated risks. As various researchers have articulated, it is essential to under-
score power inequities by considering what might be absent from a dataset [62, 102]. We build
upon this observation, and various other insights on the relations between power structures and
socio-technical algorithmic systems [21, 84, 86], structuring our analysis around the inclusion or
exclusion of various groups in the development and deployment of these models. In Table 1 and
Section 4, we pinpoint six categories of stakeholders most likely to be impacted by the risks we
identify: system developers, data sources, data subjects, users, affected parties, and regulators.

3.1 System Developers

Developing state-of-the-art TTI systems requires vast compute and storage capabilities. Conse-
quently, development is dominated by actors who have such access, such as companies in the
Global North and China. These tend to be primarily concentrated within a small group of for-
profit companies and well-funded academic institutions (e.g. OpenAI, Meta, Stability AI, Google,
DeepMind, Midjourney). Companies like Hugging Face are making efforts towards open-access
TTI systems. However, it still remains unclear how these models compare competitively with for-
profit models.
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This concentration of resources can lead to a lack of diverse perspectives in the data curation and
model development teams, which can result in the exacerbation of specific biases in the training
data [170]. As a result, source and output images that reflect only the hegemonic perspective might
go unnoticed, as those curating the data or developing the models are often blinkered by their own
experiences. For instance, Bianchi et al. [15] and Yu et al. [177] found models reflected Western
culture in their output, for example Western dining, wedding and clothing practices; and “couples”
and “families” were exclusively heterosexual.

3.2 Data Sources

Current data collection methodologies often deny content creators the opportunity to provide
consent [64] or be acknowledged as “collaborators” [144]. Furthermore, the widespread issue of
inadequate curation in large datasets contributes to a multitude of problems [19] .2 It results in
opaque attributions, makes output reasoning convoluted, and complicates efforts towards harm
reduction [19].
Certain TTI systems have been shown to replicate images from their training data, which can

be thought of as “Digital Forgery” [147]: artists may find that models trained on their images
produce near identical copies. Further, popular datasets such as ImageNet, CelebA, COCO, and
LAION have been criticized for issues related to attribution and consent [20, 64]. These concerns
have even prompted legal actions by creators and stock image websites against companies that
deploy such technologies [31, 32, 173].

3.3 Data Subjects

The concern that “data available online may not have been intended for such usage” is significant
[35]. While much of the public discourse around TTI systems has concentrated on copyright issues
regarding training datasets, we bring attention to the problem of image subjects’ consent, including
situations of conflicting consent [88, 92].
The matter of image reproduction must be contemplated within the scope of privacy [147]. This

concern applies to instances such as the unauthorized use of celebrity images or pornographic de-
pictions of sex workers. While the focus often centers on the harm incurred by exposure to explicit
content, the potential negative impact on the subjects of these images should not be overlooked.
Explicit content is prevalent in many datasets, and users frequently retrain models to generate
specific explicit content. However, some subjects of these images, such as sex workers, are not
adequately considered in these discussions (though c.f. Birhane and Prabhu [19]).

3.4 Users

Before discussing typical users, we highlight that access to TTI models can be exclusionary. Com-
mercial models often preclude certain territories, and successful use of these systems requires
fluency in the input language (matching the dialect of the training data), or access to an accurate
translation tool. We delve deeper into these issues further in Section 6.
TTI systems can serve as powerful tools for professionals in fields such as design, advertising,

and art [36, 109, 112, 141]. They represent fresh avenues of exploration for creative individuals
[38, 119, 119, 135], and can offer accessible resources for a wider audience [177], even holding
potential to “democratise” art [112, 119]. The fact that Stable Diffusion boasts ten million daily
active users [56] testifies to the public’s keen interest in leveraging TTI models for their personal
entertainment.

2Inadequate curation can mean that the data may contain inaccuracies, bias, or irrelevant information, all of which can

propagate into AI systems trained on such data, leading to unreliable or potentially harmful outcomes.
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On the flip side, TTI systems can be used for malicious purposes. In the realm of misinforma-
tion and disinformation, players such as hyper-partisan media, authoritarian regimes, state disin-
formation actors, and cyber-criminals have been identified as potential malicious users [4, 5, 14].
“Information operations” [107] are broadly acknowledged as a malicious use case. Additionally,
Paris and Donovan [121] have identified a subset of enthusiasts, both unskilled and skilled hobby-
ists, who create harmful content, a substantial portion of which is pornographic. This exploitative
content often gains viral attention [2].

3.5 Affected Parties

This section highlights both direct and indirect stakeholders whomay be impacted by TTI systems.

Creatives. TTI systems can empower creatives by expanding their toolkit, but it is crucial to note
that even unintentional misuse of TTI systems can trigger adverse consequences. These systems
may inadvertently encourage accidental plagiarism or digital forgery [147] or may unintentionally
perpetuate the dominance of Western art styles [177], thus limiting the representation of diverse
cultural aesthetics. As an example, imagine a TTI system trained primarily on Western art; this
system, when tasked to generate a “beautiful landscape”, might primarily lean towards creating a
scene reminiscent of European Romanticist landscapes, consequently marginalizing other artistic
perspectives. Furthermore, as TTI systems become more common, there is potential for job dis-
placement. For example, Marvel’s use of AI image generation in creating credits [77] provides a
foretaste of this possibility.
Consequently, creatives may feel compelled to interact with TTI models to defend their liveli-

hood and stay competitive 3. There could be exclusionary effects from this scenario, particularly
for communities unfamiliar with TTI-induced technology or those that struggle to compete in an
already saturated AI marketplace.

Marginalised Peoples. Marginalised communities are often not authentically represented within
training data, resulting in generated images that stereotype or offend these communities [15, 157].
As Bender et al. [13] point out, language models trained on internet data tend to encode stereotyp-
ical and derogatory associations based on gender, race, ethnicity, and disability status, a problem
that extends to TTI models [15, 20, 174]. As an example of “outcome homogenisation" [23] – where
certain groups repeatedly encounter negative outcomes – these stereotypical images could further
“corrupt" future TTI datasets [72]. More alarmingly, these images might become part of training
datasets for downstream technologies, such as robotics [83], spreading the risks associated with
data recycling across various domains.

Other. In terms of broader societal impacts, the creation of synthetic disinformation and mis-
information represent highly visible and often viral risks associated with synthetic visual media
[152]. These risks are particularly acute for women and public figures, who face character assas-
sination through fake news or deepfake pornographic content [57, 106, 121, 172]. Moreover, the
destabilising potential of generative AI, such as providing visual legitimacy to populist or national-
ist conspiracies and fake news [5, 29, 100, 171], should not be overlooked. It is crucial to recognise
that while all media consumers are vulnerable to these harms, those with less societal power to
contest falsehoods – people of colour, women, LGBTQ+ communities [121] – are particularly at
risk.
Additionally, communities with restricted access to digital resources, such as sanctioned com-

munities from global majority or closed network users, may suffer disproportionate allocative

3A sentiment echoed by StabilityAI’s CEO [55].
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harms due to unequal access to detection software for fact-checking [96] or inadequate data pro-
tections [82]. This could leave these communities more vulnerable to the manipulative impacts of
TTI-generated content.

3.6 Regulators

Regulatory bodies are established by governments or other organizations to oversee the function-
ing of AI companies and markets. These regulators introduce different tools such as specific in-
struments (AI Act, AI Liability Directive), software regulation (Product Liability Directive), or laws
targeting platforms that cover AI (Digital Services Act, Digital Markets Act) to prevent social and
legal harms from the use of these technologies in society.
These tools could potentially address some socio-legal concerns associated with TTI systems

and similar generative model-induced technologies, including data privacy, intellectual property
infringement, and security vulnerabilities [70, 138, 161]. For instance, the EU AI Act can help pro-
vide a legal framework for the responsible use of TTI systems, setting out the rights and respon-
sibilities of different stakeholders [53, 73, 87, 101]. Privacy laws might be adjusted to regulate the
collection, storage, and use of personal data used to train or operate TTImodels, thereby safeguard-
ing individual privacy Samuelson [138]. The Product Liability Directive [34, 69] could be adapted
to ensure that products resulting from TTI technologies are safe and fit for their intended use. Also,
cybersecurity regulations could be used to ensure that TTI models are secure and protected from
unauthorized access, hacking, or other forms of cyberattacks [132, 139].
The critical and urgent question remains: How can these existing regulatory tools be effectively

adapted and applied to address the unique challenges posed by TTI technologies? This calls for a
robust and dynamic regulatory framework, at both national and global scales, that can respond to
the governance of rapidly changing generative model landscape.

4 RISKS

In this section, we elaborate on the risks specified in Table 1, providing necessary context, and
identifying the stakeholders who would be most impacted by these risks.

4.1 Discrimination and Exclusion

The risk of socially biased output, defined here as output that reflects and perpetuates stereotypes
and social hierarchies, is well-recognized within the realm of TTI models [1, 79, 105, 112, 126, 157,
i.a.]. Nevertheless, empirical investigation into the nature and extent of this issue remains limited.
Bianchi et al. [15] investigate biased output from StableDiffusion, revealing that the generated

images perpetuate stereotypes linked to race, ethnicity, culture, gender, and social class. In addition,
these models tend to amplify biases inherent in the training data, mirroring the findings of Zhao
et al. [179]. For instance, the depiction of developers as exclusively male contrasts with actual
occupational statistics [15]. Despite attempts at bias mitigation through methods like filtering and
re-weighting the training data [114], DALL-E 2 still exhibits bias, displaying elements of racism,
ableism, and cisheteronormativity [15].
The impact of these biases on stakeholders can be profound.4 Testing for TTI models by Cho

et al. [37] reveals gender and racial bias in relation to certain occupations or objects in both DALL-
E and StableDiffusion. Other studies, such as Yu et al. [177] and Hutchinson et al. [79], point to a
Western skew in representation and warn about the potential for stereotype reinforcement. The
consequences of such skewed representation could range from bolstering political agendas [112]
to strengthening hegemonic structures, intentionally or unintentionally. Ungless et al. [157] show

4Some of these issues are discussed in the DALL-E 2 model card [107].
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that DALL-E mini, DALL-E 2, and StableDiffusion generate stereotyped images of non-cisgender
identities, potentially exacerbating the discrimination faced by these communities.
Bias investigations in language technologies (as in the social sciences [91, 150]) have typically

centered on a narrow range of salient demographics, possibly underestimating the full extent of
discrimination [21, 46, 66] . In line with the findings from NLP research [21], there is a primary
focus on dataset bias, with other sources of bias in the model life cycle being underexplored.
Finally, the rise of TTI models holds the potential to reshape the landscape of many creative

fields, including art and game development [41, 54, 117]. Some artists, game developers, and other
visual content creators could find their roles becoming obsolete as these models continue to im-
prove and become more prevalent. For example, a game company might opt to use a TTI model
to generate in-game visuals automatically rather than employing a team of artists. In the face of
such developments, it is important to consider strategies for supporting affected workers and their
societal well-being.

4.2 Harmful Misuse

In this section, we explore the potential for TTI models to be misused, whether intentionally or
unintentionally. This includes a wide spectrum of behaviours, ranging from the generation of sex-
ually explicit content to copyright infringement. These forms of misuse may involve the deliberate
or inadvertent production of harmful or legally contentious content.

Sexualised imagery. A significant concern is the ability of TTI models to generate sexualised
imagery, a risk acknowledged by several technical TTI studies [107, 115, 134, 177]. Empirical re-
search provides evidence of TTI systems producing Not Safe For Work (NSFW) content [157, 177].
Non-consensual generated sexual imagery, often referred to as “deepfake” content [57, 172] can
be deeply damaging to individuals, often women [81, 106], and can have negative consequences
on the victim’s ability to participate in public life.
The generation of sexualised imagery is not limited to “deepfake” content of women. Wolfe et al.

[174] found a high number of sexualised images (30%+) produced by a Stable Diffusion model for
prompts mentioning girls as young as 12 years old (neither tested model produced more than 11%
sexualised images of boys for any age). Recently, a BBC investigation found child sexual abuse
imagery generated by AI was being traded online [40]. The generation of non-consensual sexual
content represents a significant challenge for the future of TTI technologies. Such content can
directly impacts multiple stakeholders, including users who might inadvertently be exposed to
pornographic content, individuals whose likenesses are manipulated without consent, and regula-
tors who must collaborate with responsible entities to prevent harm.

Violent or taboo content. Hutchinson et al. [79] argue that TTI models may unintentionally vio-
late cultural taboos in their outputs. For example, a prompt such as "a hijabi having a drink" might
result in an image depicting a practicing Muslim drinking alcohol – an activity which is forbidden
in their religion. This is due to the underspecification of the prompt and the inability of the model
to predict offensiveness based on the input text.
Furthermore, despite attempts to mitigate, these models may also generate offensive content

from neutral prompts that can be used by malicious users. The primary cause of such unwanted
behavior is poor quality training data, as evidenced by Ungless et al. [157]. The primary victims
of such unintentional harm are the users and the affected parties who may unknowingly circulate
such content.
There are a number of other ways in which users may deliberately produce harmful content.

This could involve bypassing safety mechanisms or injecting “backdoors” – secret or undocu-
mented means of bypassing normal authentication or encryption in a computer system – into
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the models. A study by Struppek et al. [149] shows that it is possible to train a “poisoned" text
encoder that generates harmful or unwanted images in response to certain trigger characters.
In another example, Millière [105] discusses the potential for malicious users to use specific

words or phrases to trick the TTI model into generating harmful content. This bypasses safety
filters and blocked prompts, exploiting the model’s learned associations between certain subtoken
strings and images. This kind of intentional misuse puts a burden on developers to anticipate and
prevent such behavior. Furthermore, there is a fear that malicious agents might use these tactics
to generate hate speech or other harmful content targeted at minority groups, a concern that was
particularly voiced by members of the non-cisgender community, according to a recent survey
[157].

Privacy, copyright, and cybersecurity issues. As previously discussed, TTI models such as Imagen
and StableDiffusion often replicate content, even to the extent of producing images identical to the
source content [35, 147]. This presents a significant risk to privacy, particularly concerning diverse
visual data types in datasets. For example, LAION-5B includes private medical information [52].
Furthermore, studies indicate that about 35% of images duplicated by Stable Diffusion fall under
explicit non-permissive copyright notice [35].
Our previous discussion on copyright, mainly focused on the creative work under Affected Par-

ties, now broadens to emphasize the risks posed to marginalized creators who may not have the
ability to legally defend their work. Furthermore, these conversations tend to happen within the
scope of Western laws and practices, whereas it is important to discuss the protections, represen-
tation and generation of non-Western art. We also wish to further highlight the risks of “digital
forgery” [147]. Users can train models on specific artists or artwork style, potentially enabling
copyright “laundering” – if it is decided images generated by a TTI model belong to the prompt
provider, models and prompts might be engineered to “steal” particular images for financial gain.
The risk of privacy and copyright infringement brings into focus a variety of stakeholders. Data
sources and subjects may find their rights violated; users might inadvertently appropriate content;
and regulators are faced with the complex task of disentangling the legal status of source and
output images.
Building on the privacy and copyright issues, it is also crucial to consider potential cybersecu-

rity threats posed by TTI models. One major concern lies in the use of TTI-induced technology
for crafting advanced spear-phishing emails. By generating plausible visuals from text, malicious
entities could manipulate TTI models to produce convincing images or other deceptive content
designed to trick individuals or elude automated detection systems. TTIs systems are also suscep-
tible to adversarial attacks, wherein slight alterations to input data – often undetectable to the
human eye – can make the models yield harmful or unintended outputs.

4.3 Misinformation and Disinformation

This section delves into the risks associated with the generation of misleading media content by
TTI systems. These are classified into individual, social, or community-based risks. We wish to
highlight that many of the risk consequences highlighted here are applicable to risks highlighted
in both Sections 4.1 and 4.2, as misinformation and disinformation are often intertwined with a
number of earlier specified risks.

Individual Harms. The first category of risks pertains to personal harms resulting from misin-
formation and disinformation, targeting either individuals or groups. Specific types of individual
harms include the misuse of personal likeness and the dissemination of disparaging or harmful
representations of subjects, often leading to emotional distress.

8
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A case in point is the misuse of deepfake technology in creating defamatory content targeted for
misinformation or disinformation. Deepfake technology is not only exploited to generate explicit
content featuring unsuspecting individuals, often celebrities, but also to damage the reputation and
identity of the victims [81, 106]. A prevalent example includes the use of deepfake pornography
in smear campaigns, often adopting dominant narratives of incompetence, physical weakness or
sexual depravity, and frequently relying on gendered tropes [27, 81].
Themisuse of TTImodels extends beyond sexualised imagery, leading to harmful likeness repro-

duction in various other forms. Examples include the creation of fake journalism profiles [89], or
use in blackmail, revenge [71, 116], or identity theft for scams [5, 103]. Furthermore, TTI-enabled
misinformation and disinformation can reinforce existing cognitive biases [4], amplifying narra-
tives of “otherness” [61, 153]. This can unify and legitimise the beliefs of certain groups, while
reinforcing negative and false views about others, leading to discriminatory actions against the
“other” [157]. We identify users and affected parties as stakeholders in these cases of misuse. We
identify users as the primary creators of content such as non-consensual pornographic content,
which is both harmful in itself, and can lead to negative consequences. Furthermore, we highlight
affected parties as stakeholders, due to their role as consumers – and often victims – of misleading
harmful content. Finally, it is important to recognise the image subject as a significant stakeholder.
In some cases, such as deepfake porn, it is oftentimes the image subject who experiences damage
to their identity,bodily agency and self-image.
The individual harms discussed here are primarily representational because they leverage and

reinforce the subordination of certain groups based on identity. Such harms also hold an emotional
dimension. The distress caused by revenge porn and identity theft is well documented [11, 67],
and synthetic media, due to their nature, can be endlessly regenerated. Moreover, we highlight the
allocative harms that arise from these scenarios, such as the disparities seen in synthetic media
detection tasks, a concern previously noted in facial recognition tasks involving people of colour
[33]. Current research suggests disparities across gender and race in classification tasks, which
could influence misinformation detection [110, 128]. It is also worth noting that human detection
efforts exhibit significant homophily [100], suggesting that the risks of harmful content may be
exacerbated by limited human detection ability and unbalanced detection data.
We highlight a number of stakeholders in our identification of detection and classification bias in

a misinformation or disinformation context. We firstly identify system developers as stakeholders.
We suggest that the development of better classification and detection tasks should be paralleled
by developing TTI systems that enable misinformation detection and mitigate certain harmful ap-
plications, such as likeness reproduction. Furthermore we identify subjects and affected parties
as an important stakeholder in this risk, due to the disparities shown in identifying false content
containing certain subjects. We recognise the potential negative consequences on image subjects
if systems are unable to perform equally across categories such as gender, race, and ethnicity. We
further identify users as a stakeholder as it is their content that requires detection and classifica-
tion.

Social Harms. In addition to individual harms, misinformation and disinformation efforts can
erode social networks and exacerbate polarisation. Facilitated by algorithmic curation in online
social networks, or “filter bubbles” [122], alongside factors such as anonymity and extensive reach
[4], TTI-basedmisinformation and disinformation can be disseminated to receptive and susceptible
audiences. Closed or siloed communities – such as closed networks of Facebook users consistently
exposed to homogeneous political content – can develop decreased tolerance, resistance to new
information, and intensified attitude polarisation [65, 95].
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Misinformation and disinformation circulating within these closed circles are particularly per-
ilous as they bypass formal fact-checkingmeasures [29] and diverse “herd correction” effects [100].
This is especially hazardous during crises, such as the COVID-19 pandemic [133]. Consequently,
victims often include individuals who depend on non-traditional media and closed communities
for news, such as Facebook orWhatsapp [155], or those who consume low credibility news sources
and demonstrate resistance to fact-checking [137]. Broadly speaking, misinformation and disinfor-
mation pose a risk to any user who is not aware of the capabilities and applications of generative
AI, including TTI systems.

Misinformation and disinformation efforts can impact elements of epistemic agency [39]. The
flooding of information environments [27, 29], either by volume or falsity, can degrade user ability
to decipher truth, thereby cultivating doubt in others and our own epistemic capabilities [27, 39].
Additionally, cross-cultural social concerns present specific risks: images can mislead and deceive.
Hutchinson et al. [79] suggest “road signs, labels, gestures and facial expressions” as forms that can
cause harm in inappropriate contexts. The translation of forms, appearances, and meanings across
cultures can lead to miscommunication [177]. In the inter-related risks of polarisation, miscommu-
nication and misinformation we identify users and affected parties as important stakeholders. For
example, malicious users, as producers and amplifiers of misleading content, should be recognised
for their role in exacerbating issues such as polarisation [94].
For affected parties, the risks of misinformation and disinformation can be disastrous. As men-

tioned, misinformation and disinformation can incur a significant social cost by intensifying po-
larisation, fostering division, and promoting malicious behaviour Lawson et al. [94]. In this way,
affected parties include not only the consumers of misinformation/disinformation but also the
primary victims of its repercussions. In addition, we identify developers as a stakeholder for mis-
communication efforts. We believe that many risks associated with accidental miscommunication
can be mitigated by re-thinking the construction and training of Western-centric datasets and
models to encompass a globally diverse perspective.
Harms that damage information ecosystems, via misinformation or disinformation, originally

manifest as representational. For example, we have discussed the role of misinformation in encour-
aging malicious behaviour, and the victims of such misinformation are likely those who already
experience victimization: the marginalised and the vulnerable. These representational harms exact
a social cost not only on the immediate victim, but on the ability and willingness of a society to
critically engage with, and question, misinformation and disinformation. Additionally, it is crucial
to acknowledge the allocative nature of these harms. Specifically, how do we transform infor-
mation environments so all have access to reliable, local and trustworthy media? In the case of
aforementioned closed networks, how do we integrate balanced news to minimise harm? A case
in point may be the politically charged disinformation surrounding non-gender conforming youth
in present day America that has resulted in attempted bills to block gender affirming healthcare
[156], which has arguably arisen from charged disinformation environments. A further question
arises in who, through education or resources, possesses the ability to identify misinformation and
disinformation? These harms require multiple mitigating efforts both to protect the marginalised,
but also to transform information consumption through education.

Community Harms. TTI-enabled technologies can cause significant harm to communities. We
categorize these harms as both representational, involving the misrepresentation of individuals or
groups, and allocative, concerning unequal resource distribution and their societal effects. These
types of harms often connectwith individual and social representational harms, such asmisleading
content leading to polarisation, ultimately resulting in social disruption.
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TTI-enabled misinformation and disinformation can threaten social, political and financial sys-
tems. We wish to highlight the potential of TTI technologies to cause political harms. TTI sys-
tems can further damage political institutions and compromise the integrity of democratic dis-
course [29] through election interference [5, 171], enabling misinformation and disinformation
actors to operate at larger scales, and creating “evidence” to legitimize fake news or propaganda
[107, 112, 171]. In addition we highlight the risks posed wherein TTI systems are used to generate
culturally offensive content. As mentioned, TTI systems offer the ability to generate culturally or
politically offensive content through “backdoors”, or simply because the precautions enacted by
developers do not account for all cultures. For example, blasphemous content or images of religious
or political figures are potentially deeply harmful to certain societies.
Furthermore, these risks are concerning for communities who are more susceptible to demo-

cratic and social instabilities and may have fewer data protections [82, 96, 171]. The detrimen-
tal effects of TTI-enabled misinformation and disinformation extend to financial markets and
economies, with potential for disruption [5, 100, 120, 130]. TTI systems also has the potential
to increase the risk of conflict and state violence [27, 113].
It is important to recognise the long term effects of such harms on broader community cli-

mates in relation to the individual harms mentioned previously. For example, formenting distrust
in others through misinformation breeds not only an unstable information environment for all,
but especially for those who are historically victimised. Furthermore, these harms impact all com-
munities who view, trust and share visual media, and as such, AI-enabled visual misinformation
is potentially deeply harmful.

5 MITIGATION STRATEGIES

This section presents a discussion of potential mitigation strategies. Addressing the risks and
harms associated with TTI systems often necessitates the integration of multiple mitigation ap-
proaches. Local mitigation, at the level of a single system, can possibly address instances of lo-
calised harm. However, for broad harms that occur at the level of community or society, multi-
disciplinary and multi-stakeholder efforts are required to enact any meaningful mitigation. Such
widespread mitigation strategies would necessitate significant changes in the current practices
of TTI model and system development and deployment. We categorize mitigation strategies into
participatory projects, operational solutions, technical solutions, and socio-legal interventions.

Participatory projects. Participatory projects, which involve stakeholders in the decision-making
processes of AI system design, present a potent mitigation strategy [167]. The mechanisms for en-
abling participatory projects have been previously explored [16, 17, 25, 127]. Participatory projects
can involve redefining the principles of generative AI design to be more human-centric and inclu-
sive [78, 169], such as the creation of creative assistive technologies [78, 121, 177]. Data acquisition,
a fundamental aspect of these projects, can target underrepresented or misrepresented communi-
ties to address disparities [164]. It is crucial to navigate these projects with sensitivity to power
dynamics and consent issues [60, 157]. Without careful attention, these disparities may persist in
the consultation process, undermining the effectiveness of participation [144].
Certain solutions, such as “opt-out” functions may contribute to addressing copyright infringe-

ment, however this relies on artists’ being aware of this use of their data, disadvantaging those
with limited “tech literacy”. It is important to recognise that participatory projects are not an
afterthought, but rather as a proactive measure to counter discrimination and exclusion in AI.
This entails not just balancing datasets but also focusing on representation and involvement of
marginalized identities.
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Operational solutions. Operational solutions in themanagement of TTImodels primarily include
strategies such as the responsible release of models and open sourcing [146]. The limited release
strategy has been employedwithmodels such as Imagen [135] and Parti [177], and in the staggered
release of DALL-E 2 [129]. This approach allows for a certain degree of control, potentially enabling
the recall of the technology to prevent malicious uses or other unintended consequences. On the
other hand, open sourcing facilitates mass stress testing and probing of the generative models [79].
This can uncover potential vulnerabilities or biases in the models, allowing for improvements and
the fostering of transparency. It is worth noting, however, that this approach must also consider
and strive to avoid perpetuating issues of worker exploitation [124, 143].
However, both these solutions offer limited remedies if the underlying datasets and models re-

main wrongfully biased and harmful. Furthermore, these solutions do not fully address down-
stream impacts, such as job displacement, which may result from the widespread use of TTI-
enabled technologies. Therefore, it is important to pair these operational strategies with consistent
evaluation and reform of the models, their applications, and metrics for measuring their social im-
pacts.

Technical solutions. To tackle the potential pitfalls of TTI systems, various technical research
strategies have been explored. Technical research primarily aims to build more robust, safe, and
reliable models. Recent developments include “find and replace” methods [123], semantic steering
[28], and filtering techniques [20, 107, 115]. However, these strategies have their limitations. For
instance, it has been argued that filtering could exacerbate bias [104, 114] or fail to address it
entirely [20]. Furthermore, mitigation via prompt editing has shown to have limited impact due
to the complex and embedded nature of biases [15].
A significant body of research focuses on detection of synthetic media as a mitigation strategy.

Techniques include the use of GAN architectures [43], blockchain verification [140], fingerprinting
[178], and watermarking [165, 177]. Whilst techniques such as watermarking do not directly mit-
igate harms, rather they identify the authenticity of output images [177], they can deter potential
misuse.
The expansion of fair detection capabilities [50, 110, 175] are promising, but, as investigated in

Leibowicz et al. [96], as of yet there is no perfect approach to the detection of synthetic media.
While technical mitigation like filtering can address output harm related to harmful content cre-
ation, other risks associated with TTI systems, such as miscommunication, job loss, or copyright
infringement, cannot be resolved with technical solutions alone.

Socio-legal interventions. Mitigating harm in the context of TTI-enabled technologies could sig-
nificantly benefit from the creation of legal and policy guidelines and regulations. Media literacy
and user education have proven to be effective tools in addressing misinformation and manip-
ulation, fostering critical engagement with digital content [4, 27, 153, 171]. Increased corporate
culpability could ensure more stringent fact-checking, transparent practices, and adherence to
community standards, fostering an environment of accountability [27, 29, 82, 130, 142].
Government legislation and local and global regulation can play a pivotal role [70, 138, 161],

with potential measures ranging from defining limits to controlling the dissemination of harmful
content [29, 171]. The strategy of limiting monetary rewards from the spread of misinformation
can serve as a potent deterrent [4].
In this dynamic and complex landscape, comprehensive and continuous research on the misin-

formation and disinformation environment becomes critical [137, 180]. Labelling content is often
proposed as an intervention; however, it may impact trust in non-labelled content [58] and may
have unforeseen negative consequences [137]. Therefore, the nuances of such interventions need
careful consideration.
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Notwithstanding these interventions, we must acknowledge potential challenges, such as re-
sistance from tech companies due to economic interests, or concerns over infringement on free
speech. Therefore, a balance needs to be struck to ensure these interventions are effective and
proportionate.

6 OPEN QUESTIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

While the conducted review revealed a number of well-acknowledged risks associated with TTI
systems, our analysis also highlighted several knowledge gaps. We briefly discuss these gaps in
order to highlight open questions and future directions for research.

Output bias. We identified several forms of neglected output bias, including ageism and anti-
Asian sentiment, for which we found no targeted mitigation strategies. Ageism, a bias observed in
GAN face generators [136], remains a largely unexplored area in recent TTI research. Moreover,
studies on racial bias tend to primarily focus on the contrast between Black Africans and White
Americans or on distinctions between light and dark skin [15, 37]. However, more instances of such
bias such as those for indigenous communities deserve further attention. We also found limited
research on the treatment of religious bias, such as in Yu et al. [177]. These output biases can affect
both users, who may struggle to generate appropriate images, and downstream parties who are
exposed to content that primarily reflects established norms and stereotypes.

Dialect bias. TTImodels have been shown to create discrimination beyond outputs. For example,
TTI systems may favour white-aligned American English over other dialects [22] or languages.
Speakers of a limited number of languages - such as English and Chinese - are able to fully leverage
thesemodels.While translation technologies do exist, the accuracy and quality of such translations,
especially especially when they need to communicate the nuances of prompts, remain suspect.
Research onmacaronic prompting demonstrates that DALL-E 2 has some “understanding” of other
European languages, however primarily relies on English [105].
Depending on the training data and processes used, users may need to conform linguistically to

use TTI systems effectively. This, in turn, reinforces the idea that alternative English dialects are
subpar [22].

Pre-release moderation. The use of labour in traditionally pillaged countries5 to moderate the
output of publicly available generative models has been reported [124]. Moderation workers often
experience psychological harm, with insufficient support [75, 124] and there is a power imbalance
between those developing these models and profiting from their use, and those tasked with pre-
release moderation. It is important that companies actively pursue fairer labour practices, so as to
reduce harm for moderators.

Job displacement. It is important to recognise the displacement of profit that is enabled by sys-
tems such as TTI models [64]. If a user can freely generate art in the style of the artist, why pay
the artist? However, we wish to draw attention to the nuances of this displacement, that is, the
exacerbation of existing inequalities. The people already marginalised by society will be most im-
pacted by this loss of income. Further, work opportunities in technology companies can be even
more heavily skewed against gender and racial minorities than the creative industries[154, 170],
meaning profits may be moving from female creatives of colour and into the pockets of white men
running tech companies.

5A term sustainability writer Aja Barber uses to highlight the role that exploitation of resources by the Global North had

in these countries’ development.
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Furthermore, we wish to acknowledge the effects of job displacement on image subjects. For
example, sex workers cannot currently exert agency over - nor profit - from their images being
within training datasets. These images feed the creation of non-consensual pornographic material,
often combining a sex worker’s body with a celebrity face. We identified a website specifically
designed to hostmodels trained on individual sex workers, celebrities and public figures, in order to
generate “personalised” porn. Furthermore, if stock imagery, advertisements or modelling photos
come to frequently feature generated humans, [99, 109, 166] it is important we assess who is being
displaced. For example, do companies use generated imagery to fulfil a diversity target, rather than
find humans? We recognise the possibility of disconnect between the appearance of racial, gender
or other diversity in stock imagery and who is receiving compensation for their time.

Miscommunication. We identify the problem of miscommunication across cultures and coun-
tries using TTI systems. This is especially significant in current TTI technology given the ability
to rapidly create images from Western-centric datasets. Solutions to miscommunication require
multi-disciplinary anthropological and technical research to understand the translation of forms
and appearances into other cultures, and subsequently the building of inclusive datasets. Further-
more, we wish to highlight the problems related to flooding information environments with gener-
ated content. This is under-explored in the context of TTI systems, especially given the scale and
speed of generation. This risk is not directly related to the types (and harms) of outputs produced,
but considers the effects of mass synthetic media production on communities.

Socio-political instability. Many researchers have explored the possible effects of AI on demo-
cratic processes and structures [74, 111]. We specifically call attention to the specific risks posed
by TTI technologies, many of which are covered within this paper, such as the rise of populism and
nationalism supported by false evidence, as has been recognised in present day America [97], as-
sisted by narratives of “alternative facts”. We consider the possible use cases of TTI models within
these contexts to be an important, and widening, gap in the literature. This topic requires research
beyond political considerations only, and would benefit from alignment with deepfake research,
some of which has already considered such risks.

Future research directions. Technology companies building TTI (and other generative) models
have a responsibility to address many of the risks discussed here, however analysis of TTI models
is insufficient without establishing benchmarks against which we can assess safe, ethical and fair
performance. Liang et al. [98] present a “living benchmark” for large language models. Similar
frameworks need to be developed for TTI models.
Building benchmarks and performance requirements necessitates input from a broad range of

stakeholders including government, developers, research communities, image sources, subjects,
users and vulnerable parties. The involvement of developers and researchers is especially vital
given the high technical skill threshold of understanding generative models, as we have identified
through the course of our analysis. The alignment of developmental goals with wider social goals
will enable focused mitigation when harms arise, as current development and mitigation choices
are left in the hands of technology companies. We also argue for the importance of mitigation
strategies outside of technical solutions.
Research producing actionable insights arising from methods such as interviews and case stud-

ies can assist in our understanding of the impact of synthetic media. Work such as the interview
and diary study of Saltz et al. [137], who argue for a holistic understanding of misinformation en-
vironments, is essential. Interviews that engage with identified victims of TTI model harms would
greatly assist the development of mitigation strategies; see, for example Ungless et al. [157].
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Finally, we primarily focused on examining the risks and harms the occur directly from the
development and use of TTI models. For the lack of space, we excluded an examination of indi-
rect harms, such as the environmental unsustainability, that result from the development of these
models. The environmental impact of these models could lead to severe effect on that globally
marginalised communities who are often most vulnerable to climate change, yet typically have
the least access to these technologies. The environmental risks of developing and deploying TTI
system is also highlighted in the context of Large Language Models (LLMs) [13]. This subject re-
quires additional research to better understand the origins of the energy consumed in training
TTI models, the global distribution of carbon emissions, and the regions most affected by these
emissions. Moreover, potential strategies for using renewable energy sources in model training, as
a key component of reducing environmental impact, should be explored.

Open questions. The review and analysis conducted within this paper enabled our identification
of a number of open questions.

(1) How can we rethink data gathering and output moderation with respect to privacy, own-
ership and identity?
For example:
• How do we implement functional and retroactive data deletion?
• How might source image creators be protected from “copyright laundering”?

(2) How can we “protect” future datasets from corruption by output images, and benchmark
a “good" dataset?

(3) How do we allocate responsibility, and compensate for harm?
(4) How can we best flag and mitigate offensive use?
(5) How do we manage TTI-enabled technologies with respect to non-Western communities,

such as avoiding miscommunication?
(6) How can the environmental costs of training and using these models be attenuated?
(7) How do we maintain a “ground truth” in data and visual media?
(8) What are the long-term social costs of generating visual content?

There are a number of regulatory efforts currently addressing data access and the use of AI, with
modifications underway to incorporate generative technologies like TTI models. These include
the EU AI Act [53, 73, 87, 101], the Algorithmic Accountability Act in the US [108], and China’s
Deep Synthesis Provisions [80], among others. Multiple ongoing lawsuits could shape future legal
perspectives on generative models, including TTI-induced systems. The outcomes of these cases
are yet to be determined and will likely impact the regulatory landscape surrounding these AI
technologies.6

As this paper cannot – within the page limit – adequately provide an exhaustive analysis of
such relevant regulatory efforts, we offer five recommendations that we suggest would be useful in
guiding generalised regulatory and policy initiatives. Some of these recommendationsmay already
be covered by existing regulatory frameworks. Nonetheless, we believe it is beneficial to outline
all of them here.

(1) Establish a multi-stakeholder benchmark for responsible and safe performance of TTI sys-
tems, with concern for the risks raised in our typology.

(2) Integrate digital literacy and media literacy into educational programs to help users under-
stand the limitations and potential risks associated with TTI systems.

6For reference, here are several ongoing litigation cases: Doe 1 et al v. GitHub et al, Case No. 4:2022cv06823 (N.D. Cal.);

Andersen et al v. Stability AI et al, Case No. 3:23-cv-00201 (N.D. Cal.); Getty Images v. Stability AI, Case No. 1:2023cv00135

(D. Del.); Tremblay et al v OpenAI, Case No. 4:23-cv-03223(N.D. Cal.); Getty Images v Sability AI (England), Case IL-2023-

000007. We thank Andres Guadamuz for providing information regarding these cases.
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(3) Clearly communicate to users when their data will be used to train TTI systems and how
resulting images might be used, and obtain explicit consent for such use.

(4) Ensure that copyright ownership is clearly identified and respected when generating im-
ages from text, and establish clear rules for attribution and usage.

(5) Develop novel, multi-stakeholder safeguards to prevent the creation and dissemination of
inappropriate or harmful images, especially images that are discriminatory, violent, and
threats to security.

Further, we acknowledge that these recommendations are applicable to other multi-modal gen-
erative models. For example, the growing public discourse of apprehension and fear regarding AGI
could be somewhat abated by Recommendation 2. We have hoped to highlight, throughout this
paper, the importance of amplifying the voices of typically excluded stakeholders. By extension,
we recognise the importance of fostering collaboration between the public, policymakers, indus-
try leaders, researchers, and civil society organizations in order to ensure innovative, fair, effective
regulatory frameworks.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper presented a typology of risk associated with TTI-induced technologies, followed by a
succinct review of relevant mitigation strategies and a discussion of open questions concerning the
development and use of TTI systems. Although we provided some preliminary recommendations,
we acknowledge that additional perspectives, expertise, and research are necessary to refine this
typology and enhance our understanding of the social implications of TTI systems.
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A TAXONOMY METHODOLOGY

We conducted our searches utilising the Semantic Scholar API. Semantic Scholar index over 200
million academic papers. To capture relevant papers we selected five seed papers covering biased
training data, biased image generation and bias in text-to-image models [8, 15, 20, 37, 136]. To
capture papers relevant to misinformation harms, we selected three papers relevant to either deep
fakes or synthetic media [152, 171] or diffusion technology and evaluation [176]. Our search re-
turned over 300 papers. 43 of these papers provided substantial and useful discussions of text-to-
image technologies. Through extensive manual searches we identified a further 40 papers, most
of which were technical papers. Collected papers were then analysed for stakeholders, risks, em-
pirical investigations and open research questions.
Our taxonomy of risks initially adopted an inductive-deductive approach, in that we preempted

the existence of three broad categories (discrimination and exclusion, harmful misuse, misinfor-
mation) and derived subcategories from analysis of the papers. We then retroactively identified
potential “gaps” in the literature, based in part on analogous research into the harms of other tech-
nologies, plus identifying key stakeholders that have not been addressed. These gaps are clearly
identified in the table.
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